Upon their emergence, a certain generation of North Africa-born Francophone writers-Rachid Boudjedra, Assia Djebar, and Tahar Ben Jelloun-met with a critical reception that focused a special attention on the exploration of gender and sexuality in their work. They were celebrated for boldly discussing "alternative" sexuality and non-normative gender expressions at the fringes of North African culture. Yet what might be considered "fringe" was perhaps not intended as such by the authors, who often located outwardly transgressive acts in longstanding precedents, as Tahar Ben Jelloun did with cross-dressing in The Sand Child. This introduces the seemingly 1 paradoxical notion of the "traditionally eccentric," or that common space within most every society for the expression of eccentricity. By exploring sexuality, and especially sexual "eccentricity," Franco-Arab and North African immigrant writers can become intelligible to, and resonate with, a French readership already curious about gender and sexual transgression in the Muslim world, a world often defined in terms of stricture. I select the term "Franco-Arab" over other markers like "beur" and the cumbersome "French citizen of North African origin" after much deliberation, wishing to take into account outside and self-designation, while making exceptions for those of North African descent who don't identify as Arab but rather kabyle or berbère.
economies, and colonial availability, Arab boys seemed perfectly intelligible and transparent to the Western writers who visited and also slept with them. However, the post-colony of urban France after immigration offers no such assurances. Instead, a resistant wall of non-intelligibility, manifest in frustrated desires on both sides, has created a gulf between a set of European and North African partners who have entered into agreements of literary collaboration. The language of protest articulated by the Franco-Arab parties arguably stems from their French interlocutors' refusal to acknowledge power imbalances in past relationships of collaboration (as well as the greater history of sex tourism in North Africa). Such language cannot be translated as its productive causes have been overlooked. This situation results in impeded cultural translation:
collaborators of now divergent backgrounds enter into literary exchange from incommensurate vantage points, unable to sustain the desire of collaboration necessary for their project. Within these exchanges, I am analyzing a grayer area of translation that encompasses both cultural and intra-linguistic divides, that casts the question of intelligibility in social terms. Naoki Sakai elaborates a version of it here: "(The) occasion of making sense out of nonsense, of doing something socially-acting toward foreigners, soliciting their response, seeking their confirmation, and so forth-is generally called translation, provided that we suspend the conventional distinction between translation and interpretation." The failed, unenthusiastic 3 communication between Franco-Arab and French interlocutors emerges from the inability to agree on a common vocabulary across variables of class and historical outcomes that have made commonality of experience difficult. These divisions persist even within the seemingly cohesive community of contemporary gay writers in France, such that intra-lingual translation between its sub-communities becomes necessary. It is also the case that when the two interlocutors pass-! 3 with the transition from colonial to post-immigration settings-from being at home in two different languages (French vs. Arabic/Berber) to being equally proficient writers in the same language, a reckoning in France ensues, about past conflicts that escaped articulation when the same scene was set in North Africa.
The pages of mainstream French gay magazines like Têtu and Pref have often singled out the Paris-based author Abdellah Taïa, hailing him as a courageous gay rights pioneer for his Moroccan homeland. His "coming out"-an interview in the Moroccan francophone monthly 4 Tel Quel in 2006-was the subject of much fanfare, yielding many declarations of historic firsts.
Though the more anonymous Rachid O. was published before Taïa, Taïa was heralded as the first "out" gay writer from the Arab world. This omits, however, historical precedents such as literary production celebrating non-identitarian homosexual practices. In this vein, Khaled El-Rouayheb has importantly documented the Arab heritage of same-sex male sexuality that does not line up with the assertion of homosexual identity: he details a homosexual praxis that places a greater emphasis on inter-generational dynamics, on esthetic appreciation of the male form, and roles that may shift with age. 5 The transnational positioning of many of authors like Taïa and O.- While French, and more recently American publications have tended to present Taïa's literary project as an extension of a Stonewall liberation narrative-an inexorable march towards greater visibility and freedom of sexual disclosure-portions of Taïa's work actually offer a critique of the globalization of homo-normative discourses and the way they might pave over the ! 5 specificity of Moroccan sexual practices and attitudes. Homonormative discourses that demonstrate latent but unacknowledged class and racial privilege are challenged, in particular, the kind of homonormativity that posits a universal drive towards "outness" and independence from family, a homonormativity in which the aspiration is to move beyond a more undefined, working class, non-globalized sexuality. What complicates matters is that, within non-fictional sex tourism literature, the pursued partners of homonormatively "mature" Western homosexuals have often been these homo-normatively "immature" and sexually undefined men in the former colonies. The chapter "Terminus des Anges" in Le Rouge du tarbouche stages an "overdue" 7 confrontation between a privileged position of (sexual) tourism and the grievances that result from the economic disparities inherent in tourism. This confrontation is developed through a civil, alternatively stern and emotional conversation between a Moroccan protagonist, M'hamed, and a French visitor, René, who, despite the best of intentions, is firmly entrenched in the dynamic of economic injury. Over the course of "Terminus," M'hamed (an occasional guide who says he prefers women but does not decline generous men) strikes up a rapport with René and takes him to the family home late at night. After offering what he declares "most precious" (his body), M'hamed implores René to help him obtain papers so that he can leave Morocco, a country that belongs to tourists rather than ordinary Moroccans, in M'hamed's opinion. René does not know what he has stepped into and feels a sudden strangeness and panic. In their short time together, he has grown to care for M'hamed, especially after the latter sobbed in his arms when explaining his suffering. Hearing his cries, M'hamed's mother called out to him from another room, a domestic detail that cemented René's affection for him. Yet the vignette ends without closure, with no promises about the future made. Their conversation changed nature, from light hedonism to serious social lament, with Taïa exposing the undercarriage of precarity that forces many into the sex tourism industry.
The "Terminus" chapter importantly starts with the morbid invocation of homosexual authors past who sought, in North Africa, a type of sexual and personal release unavailable in Europe: "Paul Bowles est mort" (Taïa 113 ) (Paul Bowles is dead-my translation). This quote seems to signify the literal, historical closing of a chapter perhaps momentous and productive for those European authors yet less emancipatory for their sexual interlocutors, as well as for those later readers who, like Taïa, became concerned about the human object of those authors' sexual "conquests." Such a direct return-to-sender framework forthrightly answers still continuing publication trends in international LGBT publishing which favor first-person, "western"-narrators giving accounts of sexual dalliance in the "lands of Islam," from the spotty scholarship (or sex tourism literature) edited by Arno Schmitt and Jehoeda Sofer to the recent collection 8 Gay Travels in the Muslim World by Michael Luongo. party] is constituted around values of civicness, civility, civilization, urbanity, respect for speech and 'in-nocence.' In-nocence is a virtue; as such it consists in never ceasing to increase in virtue.
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It is, by its nature, political"-my translation). In-nocence is to be distinguished from innocence: it is a doctrine against "nocence," easier to assimilate in French to "nuisance" ( That the wheel flattening identities should be consequent to a policy of multiculturalism-which is in part a strategy of tolerating limited assertions of cultural identity-and not from Republican universalism, is telling. This fact renders Camus' complaint similar in structure to that of the very constituency-identitarian minorities of immigrant origin who assert an embattled cultural pride -he is criticizing. His use of the word "indigenous" is revelatory and somewhat paradoxical, as he inserts a colonial category in order to refer to a "pure" France untouched by colonial experience and the ensuing diversification of the population through immigration from the former colonies. Similarly, in interviews, Camus has spoken of a "counter-colonization" of replacement; he has declared agreement with the recent analyses (but not the formerly negationist and anti-semitic platforms) of the Front National, and has professed his admiration for such anti-immigration polemicists as Eric Zemmour and Alain Finkielkraut. More recently, 21 some critics have pointed to the "rightward" movement of homosexual elites, inscribing within the same phenomenon Renaud Camus, François Mitterrand, and LGBT activist and journalist Caroline Fourest (who wrote a book-length polemic against the Islamic scholar Tariq Ramadan) . They point to the ever-increasing trend of apocalyptic writing that mourns the was once mired in a sex tourism controversy surrounding his autobiography La Mauvaise vie , 27 had invited Cardon as featured guest of his literary talkshow on gay-interest channel Pink TV. 28 Cardon entitled one of his book chapters "Mohamed (bis)," the use of "bis" indicating a "second time" or a "second boy" and thus reinforcing anonymity: "La première fois que je le rencontrai (il) ne m'a guère frappé par son originalité. Mais je le reconnais chaque fois dans la rue et, suivant mon humeur, mon entourage, il me reconnaît." (Cardon, one Mohammed who attempts to assert his individuality-proudly declaring to Joe and company that he is off to Gibraltar to make a life for himself, with a legitimate job-but also belittles this ambition as bourgeois careerism and then claims, to top it off, that Mohammed is a bad lay. Not coincidentally, it is also this Mohammed who has asserted his subjectivity by complaining to Orton, "You give me money, yesbut me want l'amour. Me like you. Me want l'amour" [Orton, 174] . L'amour, of course, is the one item missing from the vacation cruise package Orton has signed up for." (Boone, 102) What this group of authors shares-besides a closed-circle citationalism by which they refer to each other-with the "forefathers" of literary gay tourism to North Africa, is a common agreement about an irresistible yet exasperated attraction to "dim-witted" Arab boys. This results in pronouncements about the "difficulty," callousness or one-dimensionality of such boys, who seem propped up as cultural vacuums unreceptive to their poignant, esthetic appeals. Barthes and later Cardon complain that they can't find a suitable Arab boy with whom to talk literature. Thus, even though the collaboration appears to offer an opportunity for Tali to demonstrate literary skill and gain notice, the evident contrast in verbosity reinforces the stereotype of relative intellectual dullness. Taken by itself, Tali's contribution might have been evaluated on its own merits; next to Camus however, the text appears almost as a meek withdrawal. Camus, like Barthes, takes near-sarcastic tones in Incomparable when commenting on the outmoded interest of his Franco-Moroccan interlocutor in the formal questions of literature, suggesting his protégé might be late to the game. Tali recounts being taken aback by Camus' offer to publish journals in parallel, and mentions his feelings of being pre-determined to muster a lesser offering: J'y vois d'abord de l'ironie. Mais il est sérieux, me dit que puisque j'écris un journal, ce serait une bonne idée. Oui peut-être. Mais spontanément, dans ma rage identificatoire, je me dis que je ne peux pas en écrire autant que lui, que ça ne peut pas être aussi ! 23 intéressant, qu'il est rodé dans cette technique, désinhibé par l'exercice, moi non . . . Je croyais qu'il allait me l'expliciter, me donner à découvrir la voie toute tracée de la littérature à venir, me dire voilà ce qu'il faut écrire maintenant. C'est là toute mon obsession que de croire que je pourrais aller plus vite que la musique et m'éviter des années de travail. (Camus and Tali, [First I thought he was being ironic. But he was serious. He said, since I was already writing a journal, it would be a good idea. Maybe. But spontaneously. In my identificatory rage, I told myself I could not write as much as him, that it couldn't be as interesting, that he is well-tread in that technique, uninhibited through practice, as opposed to myself . . . I thought he would clarify (literature) for me, offer the already traced path toward the literature to come, for my discovery . . . That was my obsession, thinking that I could go faster than the music and avoid years of work . . .
-my translation]
One incident, touched upon by both authors in Incomparable, is revealing, as it offers two radically different interpretations of the same event, a dinner party with the artist Flatters (a nickname for Jean-Paul Marcheschi) during which Tali committed a breach of etiquette-according to Camus' reproach-guilty of disrespecting the food and being difficult during conversation.
The dinner turned into a debate around the topics of: whether soccer star Zinedine Zidane is a harki (descended from those indigenous Algerians who fought on the side of France during the Algerian war of independence), and whether it is problematic to call Tali's Moroccan compatriot Rachid O. and his writing "graceful," in a naturalizing way (Tali next wonders if they'll call it "pure," "fresh"?) (Camus and Tali, 30, 100) . Tali, on the other hand, detected a hint of the politically objectionable, as well as much condescension, in the speech of Camus' entourage. Tali As within that statement, the site of such encounters was already shifting as early as Barthes' era to the European metropolis. The "exotic," sheltering distance of North Africa could no longer permit such temporary, affectively irresponsible sexual forays, the (Franco)-Arab partner could not be as easily abandoned, sexual relations could no longer remain inconsequential, without the possibility of a jilted party acting on resentment. At the same time, metropolitan gay writing itself-on the subject of (Franco)-Arabs-could no longer issue uncontested statements about "Arab" sexuality, as access to this topic had been pluralized and the claims regarding it could more easily be challenged by those with an interest in it, as Taïa's corrective in "Terminus des Anges" has indicated. These demands of reciprocity have occurred at sites of post-colonial contestation, including not only the parks and cruising grounds of intramuros Paris, but also the banlieue itself. There, a certain gay "consumer" interested in the domestic-exotic has increasingly become interested in an "Other" sexuality, encountering a In the literature at hand, the post-colonial trope of avenging affective injustice does not have to take the form of an explicit sexual encounter. Often its strongest instantiation takes the form of a practiced indifference, on the part of Franco-Arab characters, to the desires of nonArab admirers, or in other words a willful denial of reciprocity. This refusal of a full encounter, ! 27 of an exchange, is visible in passages where authors attempt to decipher apparent frustration in a slighted party, without doing the work of cultural translation beforehand and assessing their privileged place in a pre-existing story of entanglement between France and North Africa. In conclusion, we can perhaps trace this cultural untranslatability back to one of Naoki Sakai's distinctions between types of address. The writers profiled here have remained entrenched in "homolingual address," or the communication of two parties' with the same references.
"Heterolingual address," on the other hand, is that "in which one addresses oneself as a foreigner to an other foreigner" (Sakai, 33) . These writers seem to recoil from the latter form of address, which would require abandonment of the pretense to having a kind of national "home court" advantage in French letters. Sakai touches upon this when he explains that acceptance of heterolingual address would require a form of instability enabling the redefinition of hierarchies:
"Rejected in homolingual address is the social character of translation, of an act performed at the locale of social transformation where new power relations are produced" (Sakai, 33) . In many of the works profiled here, reciprocity is a casualty of the breakdown of hospitality within postimmigration and post-colonial circumstances. Parallel to this process, estranged parties position and consolidate themselves against one another in a hierarchy, through a process of "critical alterity," or defining oneself through the other's difference. This inaccessibility often leads to a deprivation of subjectivity in the Franco-Arab figures described by disappointed admirers, as Mitterrand and Cardon's "voiding" and construction of Franco-Arab "dullness" makes clear.
What some authors view, with noticeable frustration, as the opacity of Franco-Arab subjectivities can instead be read as a strategy of resistance against exploitation (Mohammed Choukri and Mohammed Mrabet are prominent examples). A wariness perhaps causes the described FrancoArab subjects-chided by Barthes and Cardon for their "uncooperative" behavior-to forego a sexual reciprocity that might itself go perilously unreciprocated had they engaged in it. This fear is expressed in Taïa's re-writing of typical sex-tourism dynamics, the Arab party often left in the country visited by the tourist, or discarded after "use" in the metropole. Tali, however, in Incomparable, departs from the resentment-filled trope of "writing back," by writing simultaneously (Camus and Tali agree to present their material at the same time), and in the process realizes that what seemed like an enchanted encounter actually gave way to an astonishing gap in cultural and political understanding, upon the discovery of which each party goes their own way.
Certain publishing tendencies continue to reflect the precedent of expatriate writer Paul Bowles and the way he ushered new voices from North Africa into the publishing world, through recording and translation, producing works which have also consistently focused on sexuality.
These literary collaborations between authors and writer "apprentices," often eroticized, show up in contemporary publishing with novels that are co-written, or written by French authors who relate oral anecdotes first pronounced by North African or Franco-Arab partners. Even though such projects aim to publicize Arab voices, what consistently emerges is the figure of the "problematic" Arab boy, an object of attraction that simultaneously elicits frustration at the level of cultural misunderstanding in the non-Arab French authors. One of these authors, Renaud Camus, departed from his collaboration with the young writer Farid Tali to found an antiimmigrant party that perceives in immigration a threat to the transmission of French culture.
These authors make explicit connections to the previous "Tangiers" generation of homosexual writers seeking liberty in Morocco, creating a kind of citational network. What has changed in ! 29 the intervening time is the figure of the "Arab boy" described, who transitions from an exploitable young arabe de service, to an independent, sometimes resentful or indifferent young man who must be constantly courted and is capable of unreciprocated desire. Cultural translation between these parties at first seemed blocked by disparities in education and writerly sensitivities; but with Franco-Arab writers now contending with their French colleagues on more equal footing, it is revealed that cultural translation failed for less literary reasons, namely a lack of social and political recognition.
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